
PRAYAG PUBLIC SCHOOL LALGOPAL GANJ 
 
REVISION TEST PAPER-1 
 CLASS -  4 
SUBJECT:- SCIENCE 
MARKS :10 
TIME :- 40 min 
NOTE:- Answer the questions on a register page and store it in a file. All questions are compulsory . 
 
Q1)    Fill in the blanks :-.               (1) 
a. Solid have definite ______ and ______. 
b. There are _____ states of matter. 
 
Q2) Write True or  False                    (1) 
a. The change in the states occur due to heating and cooling . ( ) 
b. Water cycle is example of condensation. (  ) 
 
Q3)Match the following:-.          (2) 
a. solid                        i) Rain 
b. melting                    ii) ball 
c. Condensation        iii) solid to liquid 
d. Evaporation           iv)  making salt 
 
Q4 Answer the following questions:-       (4) 
a. What is  matter?  
b. What is water cycle? 
 
Q5 Draw solid, liquid and gas                 (2) 

 
DAILY HOMEWORK FOR CLASS – 4 
08/05/2020 
  
WRITE: 
ENG LANG: - 
1- Make a list of singular and plural nouns by adding “es” 
 
2- Write 5 singular and plural numbers by adding “ies” 
 
3- Make a list of singular to plural nouns by adding “s”. 
 **************** VIDEO – NOUN NUMBERS: SINGULAR & PLURAL – SESSION-2 )******************* 
                                                                                                                                                                 
LIT: 1- Write given question/ answer. 
 ********************* ( VIDEO  - SESSION-2- PART-2) L- PINOCCHIO  ********************* 
 
SCIENCE:- 
 Fill in the blanks- 
1-Plants are the ________of  food. 
 2-Leaves are known as the ________of a plant. 
3- Plant uses the energy of ________ to a plant. 
4-Mould and mushroom get their food from _____. 
  ***********(  THE GREEN PLANTS PRODUCERS OF FOOD –VIDEO- PART-1, 2)  ****************** 
 
MATHS:- 
 Solve the  question no 2, in the exercise  picture given below in the  HW. 
  *********************( VIDEO- ROMAN NUMERALS –SESSION-1)  ********************* 
 



S.ST:-   
Write the capitals of the following  union territories-  
1- Andaman and Nicobar island     2- Lakshadweep    3- Jammu and Kashmir   4- Delhi     5-Ladakh 
   ****************  (  VIDEO  - POLITICAL  FEATURES OF INDIA - SESSION-3)    ********************* 
 
COMPUTER:- 
1- Write the names of any two: 
1- Input devices  ______,      __________ 
2- Output devices   _____.     ,___________ 
3- Storage devices   _______,.  ___________                       
                          

हिन्दी :-सार्थक और निरर्थक शब्दों में अंतर स्पष्ट करो। 
 
LEARN: 
ENG LANG:-  Singular and plural numbers by adding „es‟ and „ies‟ 
 
LIT: Written Work 
 
SCIENCE: Written work 
 
MATHS- Learn the definition of numbers and numerals. 
 
SST: Written work.       
                       
COMP:  Written work 
 

हिन्दी : लिखित कार्थ र्ाद करो | 
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A1- The following are meaningless. 
(a) IC  (c) IL (e) VC (g) CXXXXVI  (h) CCCCXVI 
 
A2- The blanks are filled with correct symbol >,< or = .   
(a) XCIII < CXIII         (b) CD > CCCXC       (c) CCLIX > CCXLI             (d)  XXIV < XXVI 
 
A3- The following number into Roman numerals. 
a) 532-DXXXII            b) 642-DCXLII           c) 22-XXII                             d) 555-DLV 
 
A4- The number which is divisible by only itself or 1 is known as the prime number. 
 
A5- I- 1              V- 5       X- 10       L- 50        C- 100       D- 500        M- 1000 
 


